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“Let’s write on joy.” — h.b.



While working on a project recently, I 
was asked to re!ect on the most joyous 
moments of my life. I excitedly dug into 
dozens of old journals I kept throughout 
the years, a practice of documentation 
I was proud of. As I read through pages 
time-stamping various moments in my 
life, I was struck by how much I lamented 
the pain I experienced. I couldn’t "nd 
many memories of joy I’d documented; 
instead, I found countless memories of 
heartbreak and sadness. #is journal is an 
o$ering, an invitation to remember the 
beauty life has to o$er. It can live on your 
co$ee table and serve as an intimate  
conversation starter, or it can be housed 
on a nightstand for your eyes only.  
Whatever you choose, embrace yourself 
and all aspects of your journey fully. 
Here’s to joy! 

— halle



What is a Joy-style journal? 

#is journal is designed to be a
messenger of joy. Unstructured by design, 
this was created to be a vessel where you 
can document your happiest moments in 
any way you like.
Perhaps you choose to move through 
this journal in chronological order, 
or simply !ip open to a random page. 
Don’t be alarmed if you land on a blank 
page; this is an opportunity for further 
introspection, a sign that all you need 
resides within. Press photos into these 
pages, make spontaneous notes of what 
warms your heart and "ll in the prompts 
whenever you feel called to take a walk on 
the bright side. 

Count it all joy. 
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How did it feel in your body? 

Did your cheeks ache !om laughing? 

r"•live the moment in full, taking note of it all.

How old were you?

Where were you?

Who were you with?
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Does re#ecting on the memory bring a smirk to your face?

What were you laughing at? 
Was your belly sore the next day !om  

so much laughter? 



What was your most joyful moment this week?  

What day was it? What made it so joyful? 

Is it possible to recreate that experience of joy again?



Make a note of your con$ersation below.

%ink of one person who brings you joy. 

Call them right now.
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two.

three.

  

four.

&ve.



What is the next joyful memory you  

want to create?





If not, close this book, cultivate some pleasure 

for yourself, and come back to write about it.

Have you found pleasure today? 

If so, write about it.





Joy is an inside job. Joy isn’t something we 
seek outwardly, it is something we discover 
within. !ough what brings each of us joy 
may di"er, we all have the capacity for this 
emotion nonetheless. Create more joyous 
memories and remember them, o#en. Find 
home in the warmth and levity joy brings.


